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assist tongue insert. Slide one tilt assist insert spacer over the insert
and up to the lock washer. Insert the tilt assist tongue insert
through the 1/2" hole so it sticks out the other side. Slide the
other spacer over the end of the insert and fasten a ball stud and
lockwasher. Torque ball studs to 25 ft/lbs.

bit. Screw a ball stud and lock washer onto one end of the tilt

If your tongue is similar to Fig. 4A, you will need to drill the hole
that is 17 1/2" from the back of the tongue larger using a 1/2" drill

Attach one gas spring to each side of the trailer tongue. See Fig.5.
Secure the gas springs to the ball studs by inserting safety clips to
both ends of the gas springs as shown in Fig. 6. NOTE: Trailers
without a rampshield only require one gas spring.

studs to 25 ft/lbs.
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Determine which style
tongue your trailer has by
looking at the end of
your trailer tongue and
comparing it to Fig. 3A
and Fig. 4A. For tongues
similar to Fig. 3A, screw
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